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Discussion

1. What is the general notion of 
grammaticalization’?

2. What is grammaticalized and why does it 
happen?

3. What is the quantitative evidence given in 
the paper?



Q1 What is the general notion 
of “grammaticalization”



What is the general notion of 
“grammaticalization”

� Meillet(1912): “grammaticalization of bound 
morphemes from previously free 
morphemes.”

� Hopper: “the co-opting by languages into 
their grammars of lexical elements.”

� DuBois: grammaticalization can usually be 
regarded as a reanalysis of a pattern in the 
domain of language use as a pattern in the 
domain of language structure.



What is the general notion of 
“grammaticalization”

� From content words to function words (free 
to bound morpheme)

� Subjectivization: linguistic forms tend to code 
the speaker’s attitude (from previously 
objective description)  



2. What is grammaticalized? Why 
is grammaticalization happen? 



What is grammaticalized?

EPs in English are grammaticized forms of 
subjects and verbs introducing 
complement clauses.



(1) I think that we’re definitely moving towards 
being more technological.

(2) I think 0 exercise is really beneficial, to 
anybody.

(3) It’s just your point of view you know what 
you like to do in your spare time I think.

What is grammaticalized?

(1) I and think are main subject and verb, 

with that introducing a complement clause.

(2)(3) I think is an epistemic phrase, expressing the 

degree of speaker commitment.

‘Free’ to occur in other positions.



2. Why is grammaticalization 
happen? 

1. Frequency, Semantics

2. Speaker’s attitude

3. Argument Structure



2. Why is grammaticalization 
happen?

1. Frequency:
Subjects and verbs occurring most frequently 
without that are precisely those which occur most 
frequently as EPARs.

Semantics:

The meanings of the verbs most frequently used 
as EPs are those associated with belief as mode of 
knowing.



2. Why is grammaticalization happen?

2. Epistemic judgments: (Givon’s English Grammar, P.169)

Speaker’s attitude toward the propositional 
information. 

(2) I think exercise is really beneficial, to anybody.
(3) It’s just your point of view you know what you like to do in your 
spare time I think.

� epistemic phrase:  expressing the degree of 
speaker commitment, functioning as an 
epistemic adverb. (such as maybe)



2. Why is grammaticalization happen?

3. Argument Structure: (Sandra Tompson and Paul J. Hopper’ draft 

P.7-8)

I think I can afford it.

They think she asked for it.

� What appear to be structurally identical 
forms (I think and They think) cannot be 
listed in the lexicon identically because the 
grammar of real utterances shoes that 
speakers store and retrieve them 
differentially.



Q3 What is the quantitative 
evidence given in the paper?



1. I think that we’re definitely moving 
towards being more technological.

2. I think 0 exercise is really beneficial, to 
anybody.

3. It’s just your point of view you know 
what you like to do in your spare time I 
think.

� This paper want to prove that 
constructions like (2) and (3), I think is a 
epistemic phrase (EPs).



(100%)1287 Total

(35%)454  Other

(12%)150  guess

(53%)683 think

The most frequent ‘main’ verbs 

out of 44 main verb types

Table 1   

� think and guess account for the majority (65%) 
of the target verb types, and the majority of the 
EPARs.



� Only 18 verb types occurring as EPARs

� think and guess account for 85% of the total 
EPAR tokens.

� No other EPAR verb is used more than 3 times

(100%)159 Total

(15%)21  Other

(38%)62  guess

(47%)76 think

The most frequent verbs as 

Epistemic Parentheticals

(EPs)

Table 

2   



Specialization (Hopper): 

� Within a functional domain, at one stage a 
variety of forms with different semantic 
nuances may be possible; as 
grammaticalization takes place, this 
variety of formal choices narrows and the 
small number of forms selected assume 
more general grammatical meaning.



� The most two frequent target verbs, think and 
guess, occur more often without that than the 
other verbs do.

� Just those verbs occur most frequently as 
EPARs!

N=1287

(100%)454(25%)112(75%)342Other

(100%)150(1%)2(99%)148guess

(100%)683(9%)61(91%)622think

Total+ that - that

Occurrence of that with think vs. guess vs. all other 

verbs

Table 3   



� I and second person you account for the 
marjority (88%) of the target verb subject 
tokens

(100%)1287 Total

(12%)161  Other

(5%)61  you 2p

(83%)1065 I

The most frequent subjects with 

‘main’ verbs

Table 4   



� I and second person you also account for the 
marjority (99%) of the EPARs tokens

(100%)162 Total

(1%)2  Other

(4%)6  you 2p

(95%)154 I

The most frequent subjects in 

Epistemic Parentheticals

(EPs)

Table 5   



� I and you occur in target clause without most 
frequently than other subjects.

� I and you also occur more frequently than other 
subjects in EPARs!

N=1287

(100%)161(36%)59(64%)102Other

(100%)61(9%)6(91%)55you 2p

(100%)1065(10%)110(90%)955I

Total+ that - that

Occurrence of that with I vs. you vs. all other 

subjects

Table 6   



� In the interrogative all so-called first 
person phenomena are associated with 
second person.

� All of the EPARs with you are questions, 
and 55 out of 67 (82%) of the target 
clause you are in questions.



� I think is more like to occur without that than 
other combinations!

N=1287

(100%)634(19%)121(81%)513Other

(100%)653(8%)54(92%)599I think

Total+ that -- that

Occurrence of that with I think vs. all other 

combinations

Table 7   
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